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These songs are certainly the 'Rock' end of Country Rock, keeping the imagination running and the toe

tapping. Dance the night away with all of these songs or put on the headphones and get personal about

it. True mid Atlantic sounds, certainly north of Ga 9 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Country Rock, ROCK:

Modern Rock Details: The band first formed in 1969, straight from college, in the UK. Two brothers, Paul

and Phil Channon, Paul Quinton, later joined by Keith Ginn and Colin Loader. Yeah, we were young once

! ! After a margin of success and a number of recording sessions we went our separarte ways in the

music business but, later in 2000, we all got back together for the fun of it. That margin of success the

first time round started again, but due to personal committments, Paul Channon, had to leave. The

remainder of the band rejigged some of the arrangements and booked some musicians and a recording

studio and recorded the songs you hear on "Three-oh". Little did we know at the time but Bernie Torme,

our co-producer/recording engineer/ex-guitarist with Gillan and Ozzy Osbourne/and just great guy, would

be a big influence on the band. Paul Quinton and Bernie created the sounds and mixed the final master,

sometimes with a bit of drama, as in the atmospheric mix on the last track but never lacking in sound

ideas. So, we hope you all appreciate the time and effort put into writing aand creating the songs,

recording to the finished product that we all hope you will enjoy. Check out the website at isis-onlineand

check the 'Cr'isis' button for all our up to date info. ***** SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTION FOR MAY/JUNE :

$15.00 *****
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